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I am pleased to bring you the Fall/Winter edition of the Fleck Fine Art Catalogue. You will find a selection of art from 
the artists I represent, that would enhance anyone’s home. You will also find a selection of independent Canadian 
artists that I have created a venue for with this catalogue and will have on display during Scotiabank Nuit Blanche 
Toronto this October. 

We’ve had a diverse year so far at the Elaine Fleck Gallery with many art mediums and artists being represented, 
some of the key highlights of 2015 have been: 

Amy Shackleton, gravity painter, had another solo show in April titled “Light Show” and then flew to Canada’s three 
northern territories with private sector funding organized by The Elaine Fleck Gallery. Amy photographed both rug-
ged landscapes and the LEED certified buildings found in these territories for her most ambitious painting to date, the 
fifty-three foot long painting titled “The Great Canadian LEEDscape”. 

Kathy Kissik, photography based mixed-media artist, had her new show this July at the Elaine Fleck Gallery titled 
“NEW WORKS” and was also featured at an Elaine Fleck Gallery art talk, “The Artist’s Purpose in Society” at Soho 
House arts and entertainment private members club in Toronto. 

This June, I sold the last iconic 60x40 inch photograph by architect and fine art photographer, Michael Conway, 
titled “The Matrix”, edition 6/6. Michael’s fine art photographs can be viewed at www.elainefleckgallery.com/Mi-
chaelConway

I invite you to come out to the Elaine Fleck Gallery this September to view new works by Amy Shackleton and Kristyn 
Watterworth. In October a cross section of the work in this catalogue will be on display, open-
ing the night of Scotiabank Nuit Blanche, Saturday October 3rd, 2015. Meet the artists, see 
their work in person and pick the art you want to live with and enjoy for many years to come.

Be a Patron of the Arts support the Arts in Canada.

CURATOR’S NOTE 

ELAINE FLECK
Gallery Owner, Curator, Art Dealer

The Elaine Fleck Gallery 
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The Elaine Fleck Gallery
SERVICES 

Founded in 2005 in Toronto by Elaine Fleck the gallery represents 
contemporary Canadian and American artists.
The gallery is committed to the long-term development of the career of 
each artist it represents and programs its exhibitions, artist talks and 
publications accordingly. The gallery routinely liaisons with media, art 
collectors, art consultants, museum curators, interior designers and 
VIPs in order to facilitate the advancement of its artists.
Elaine Fleck continues to discover, mentor and provide opportunities 
to talent through weekly portfolio reviews for emerging and mid ca-
reer artists. Talented artists are subsequently provided significant ex-
posure in the Fleck Fine Art Catalogue and through exhibitions at the 
Elaine Fleck Gallery.

“One on One” Artist Mentoring Session: $65.00 plus HST.
The session with curator, art dealer and gallery owner Elaine Fleck 
thoroughly goes over where you are, and where you want to be in 
the art industry. You receive a critique of your work and mentoring 
on how to improve your work and advice to help you move forward 
in the arts.

Art Consultant Service: Ms. Fleck is available as an art consultant 
for your home, office or facility. Please contact the gallery to set up 
an appointment to discuss your project and to be provided a quote.
All artwork in this catalogue is for sale and if still available can be 
purchased with a credit card over the phone.
Shipping quotes can be provided based on the size, weight and des-
tination of the artwork. The Delivery fee within Toronto is $70.00 
per hour.
Framing is an important factor in both displaying and protecting 
works of art. The Elaine Fleck Gallery offers a wide range of custom 
framing options designed to work aesthetically with your art while 
providing optimum protection.
The Elaine Fleck Gallery regular hours are Wednesday to Sunday, 
12:00 noon to 5:00 pm. We also accommodate art viewings and 
sales, mornings and evenings, by appointment.

888 Queen Street West, Toronto, ON M6J 1G3
P. 416 469 8005, elaine.fleck@rogers.com
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Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

KATHY KISSIK
Miami Beach, Florida

“I’ve been thinking a lot about the artist’s place in society. I think 
because it’s something that is very debated, with arts funding being 
cut, particularly in America. I’ve had to search my soul and think, 
well what is our place in society when people can’t be fed and 
when there’s war going on, and how am I contributing? What am I 
going to leave behind? What is my purpose? My conclusion is that 
we do serve a very real purpose, that in fact, artists are kind of the 
empaths* of society and that we take in the societal surges, we feel 
them, we translate them, and we give them back to the people... 
Which allows people who necessarily aren’t artists, to reflect and 
to feel the same thing; to feel that it’s been heard, it’s transforming 
energy.Kathy Kissik at SOHO House Toronto.

OTT (Over the Top), 27”x57”, 2014

This work was done in December when I was just starting to think about this great break, this great divide, 
that’s going on in America now, between the haves and have-nots, between the high brow of being in a 
helicopter and the low brow of graffiti and the break right down the middle. For me this feels like a very 
socially relevant piece to what’s going on now. I think good artwork when you’re tied into what’s going 
on and when you’re feeling it and bringing it through, this is a better tell of history than anything anyone 
could write because it’s from the heart and it shows all the different aspects that are going on and I have 
no ulterior motive for it, there was no angle for it, I wasn’t trying to make money, I was just showing my 
frustration with this... it’s an expression of this split, that is going on.” 

* From empathy: a person who is highly sensitive to the emotional life of others.

Excerpt from artist talk with world renowned American 
artist Kathy Kissik at Soho House Toronto:

THE ARTIST PURPOSE IN SOCIETY

www.elainefleckgallery.com/KathyKissik





AMY SHACKLETON
Toronto

Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

Street Lights (New York & London) 
Acrylic and enamel on canvas
45”x60”
2015

05www.elainefleckgallery.com/AmyShackleton



LLOYD ARBOUR 
Toronto

Monroe
Photography-based digital composite, archival prints,
edition of 6
40”x40” and 60”x60”
2015

Highline III (Manhattan)
Photography-based digital composite, archival prints,
edition of 6
40”x60”
2015

Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

06 www.elainefleckgallery.com/LloydArbour



The Net #1
Photography, archival print, edition of 6
60”x48”
2015

The Net #2
Photography, archival print, edition of 6
60”x48”
2015

Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

ROMAN ELINSON
Toronto

07www.elainefleckgallery.com/RomanElinson



Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

KAREN COLANGELO
Toronto

The Increased Decline II
Acrylic on canvas
40”x80”
2015

08 www.elainefleckgallery.com/KarenColangelo



Conductivity
Acrylic on canvas
36”x48”
2015

Crystalized Force
Acrylic on canvas
30”x40”
2015

Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

KRISTYN WATTERWORTH
 Bayfield, Ontario

09www.elainefleckgallery.com/KristynWatterworth



Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

GARY RAY RUSH
Toronto
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Olympus-Pen
Macro-pan photography,
archival prints, editions of 6 each size
30”x40”and 40”x60”
2014

Brownie BULL’S-EYE
Macro-pan photography,
archival prints, editions of 6 each size
30”x40”and 40”x60”
2014www.elainefleckgallery.com/GaryRayRush



The Face of Time
Graphite on paper
30”x40”
2015

Untitled
Graphite on paper
20”x40”
2015

15 Jewels
Graphite on paper
13”x20”
2015

Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

JACQUELINE VELTRI
Toronto

11www.elainefleckgallery.com/JacquelineVeltri



Fire Trees 1
Photographic duals, archival prints, limited edition of 6 

48”x15”  
2010-5 

Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

Fire Trees 2
Photographic duals, archival prints, limited edition of 6

48”x15”  
2010-5 

Fire Trees 3
Photographic duals, archival prints, limited edition of 6

48”x15”  
2010-5 

INGER WHIST
Toronto

12 www.elainefleckgallery.com/IngerWhist



Caballeriza 
Arenal, Costa Rica
Photography, archival print
Sizes vary from 16”x20” to 40”x60”
2015

Grazing 
Arenal Volcano, Costa Rica
Photography, archival print
Sizes vary from 16”x20” to 40”x60”
2015

Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

BEVERLEY ABRAMSON
Toronto

13www.elainefleckgallery.com/BeverleyAbramson



Blue Moon 
Acrylic on canvas 

40”x30” 
2015

MAGGIE BRODA
Toronto

Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

www.elainefleckgallery.com14



Project 31

Anda Kubis, Synthesis [detail], Mixed media on canvas, 2014. 48” x 66” Courtesy of the artist and p|m gallery. Sold at Project 31, 2015

An Auction of works from fAculty, 
suPPorting ocAD university stuDents

 Thursday, March 24, 2016
6:00 p.m. Art Preview & Reception

7:30 p.m. Live Auction
Tickets $125 

www.ocadu.ca/project31



INTERVIEW WITH ARTIST AND
OCADU PROFESSOR: ANDA KUBIS

Interview by Maggie Broda, President of OCAD University’s 
Alumni and a member of the Board of Governors.

MAGGIE BRODA: Thank you for taking the time to talk about 
your art and your work at OCAD University. Your paintings are 
fresh and luminous and the colour captures the viewer. Have you 
always created abstracts? 
 
ANDA KUBIS: I approach all of my work as an abstract painter 
philosophically influenced by modernism yet that does not mean 
that I don’t paint representationally. Ultimately, all painting is 
abstraction since it is a two dimensional representation of three 
dimensional space and/or objects. I am intuitive and approach 
every piece (no matter what medium) improvisationally. 
 
MB: Your painting technique has evolved but not your unmistak-
able style. What in your work has changed and what elements 
are consistent?
 
AK: In the last few years my work has shifted technologically. I 
continue to make large-scale oil paintings yet recently embraced 
digital tools for the production of my work. My oil paintings have 
always maintained a relationship to technologically produced 
imagery in that they can look like out of focus photography or 
digitally manipulated pictures. Learning to make images in the 
computer seemed like a natural progression in my practice. I nev-
er expected that it could be so rewarding from an experimental 
perspective. My way of working in the studio right now is very 
fluid between the digital and the actual application of paint on a 

conventional surface. What I may not be able to attain in an 
oil painting I might achieve in a digital piece. There is an ele-
ment of randomness, lightness, and surprise that must always 
be maintained while I’m working. Most consistently I wrestle 
with colour, light, and form in both processes – they inform 
each other.

16

Though
Digital painting
48”x48”
2015
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capture my perceived reality of waiting in the contemporary 
world of technology.

MB:  You are an alumnus of OCAD University as well as the 
Associate Dean of Innovation and Outreach. What are some 
of the challenges and some rewards you encounter at OCA-
DU?

AK: In my role as Associate Dean of Outreach and Innovation 
it is my job to create partnerships for new opportunities and 
grow student support. What I love about my job is that it al-
lows me to engage my problem solving skills. Implementation 
is hard yet when a new initiative is up and running it’s a really 
satisfying experience.

MB: Would you please describe your view of the future op-
portunities for young people who follow a path in visual art?

AK:  The reason that I am pursuing my current path of re-
search is a direct response to being in the sandwich genera-
tion. Experience with my parents struggling with quality of life 
in old age while raising a child has caused me to think about 
what it means to be an artist and an educator now. Honestly, I 
feel creative activity and appreciation of the arts is integral to 
human flourishing. If there is anything to learn from digital dis-
ruption – it is that we no longer need to be like machines. We 
need to think deeply about well-being and quality of life for 
all. Interdisciplinary thinking - where art, design and creativity 
are just as important as science, economics, engineering and 
law – is the only way that we will rise to meet global challeng-
es.

MB: You are involved in many levels of art, such as teaching 
and creating.  What is your most effective source of inspiration? 

AK: I am a very aesthetically motivated person as I’m always 
searching for beauty and am particularly interested in colour, 
texture and patterning. I am unabashed in my desire for beauty 
yet it can be an odd and evasive pursuit. I look for inspiration 
most in interior design, furniture design and architecture. 

MB: You have gained significant recognition for your paint-
ing in Canada, the U.S. and throughout Europe, Sweden in 
particular. I sense the optimism expressed in your work. There 
seems to be a personal story in each series, which is uncom-
mon in abstract art.  Can you describe the themes that you 
pursue, for example in the series titled: WAITING? 

AK: I’m glad that you recognized the personal history 
embedded in each series. I’m open to many influences from 
a vast variety of sources as well as my personal life. When I 
was working on the Waiting series, it was during the time that 
smart phones became really ubiquitous. I became aware of 
people in public places ‘waiting’ in line and on the subways 
on their smart-phones. They were escaping the mundane 
reality of waiting for things to happen by escaping into their 
mobile technologies. I was struck by the contradiction between 
living in what is considered a fast paced, information-saturated 
world while we still need to wait in lines to pay for purchases 
at stores or line up at government offices, etc. I’m impatient 
for change – all of that waiting is such a waste of time yet 
there is also a beauty in waiting too. Waiting can be great 
when you can’t go anywhere so you disappear into a day-
dream. By depicting highly detailed representational images 
of people floating in colourful abstraction I was trying to 



In 2014, the World Economic Forum ranked Pakistan as the second worst country in the world in gender equality.
I was born in Lahore Pakistan which is known as the Cultural Capital or Heart of Pakistan. I remember being in awe of the beauty 
found in the city’s many colourful cultural festivals. Little had I imagined then that my pursuit of art would eventually lead me to be 
critical of the place that was initially my inspiration.
Brothers, fathers and husbands subject 82% of women to domestic violence. Constant pressure upon women have diminished their 
will, confidence and determination to stand against injustice and violence. On raising questions on inequality in front of my social 
circle of family and friends, I realized this culture towards women is considered ‘normal’.
My work will speak on behalf of me. With my current body of work, I let the woman finally overcome the dominance of the normative 
society and reveal her own identity – I present you, ‘Emergence’. 

THE EMERGENCE OF WOMEN
BY MISHAL RIAZ SYEDA

Emergence I, II and III
Digital painting and manipulation
24”x30” each canvas
2015

Website: www.MishalSyeda.com
Email: mishal.riaz@gmail.com
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The Elaine Fleck Gallery
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888 Queen Street West Toronto Ontario M6J 1G3 www.elainefleckgallery.com
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MARK LIAM SMITH
www.markliamsmith.com
Toronto

Big Bacon Burger
Acrylic on canvas
30”x40” 
2015

Ceci n’est pas un burger
Acrylic on canvas
18”x24”
2015

Independent Artist
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JULIEN POUBLANC
www.poublanc.wix.com/art

Toronto

Jambes en l’air
Acrylic on canvas
48”x30”
2015

Independent Artist
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Fly Away 
Original charcoal and acrylic on canvas 
24”x24”
2015

What’s for Supper? 
Original charcoal and acrylic on gallery wrapped canvas
36”x18”x1.5” 
2015

Independent Artist

NATASHA MILLER
www.nrmiller.com
New Brunswick 
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Rushing Home
Photo-based mixed media
36”x24”
2014

Summer Stroll
Photo-based mixed media
36”x24”
2015

Independent Artist

DENISE BUISMAN PILGER
www.ArtistAbroad.com

l’île Bizard, QC
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Fly Away 
Original charcoal and acrylic on canvas 
24”x24”
2015



Untitled G
Oil on canvas    
38”x30”x1.5”
2006

Untitled A 
Oil on canvas   
36”x28”x1.5”
2008

Independent Artist

JACQUELINE STAIKOS
www.jstaikos.net
Pickering
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CORIN FORD FORRESTER
www.corinfordforrester.com

The Kawarthas

Fragmented II
Photography
Archival digital print
22.5”x30” 
2015  

Fragmented III
Photography
Archival digital print
20”x30”
2015

  

Independent Artist
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Independent Artist

STEPHEN WAISBERG
stephenwaisberg@yahoo.ca
Toronto

Heliotrope
Oil on canvas
30”x30”
2015

Lapis
Oil on canvas
30”x30”
2015
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Independent Artist

The Tree of Life
Layered acrylic on canvas
30”x40” 
2014

Water Lilly 
Layered acrylic on canvas
48”x60” 
2015

DIANA BICK
www.dianabick.ca

Toronto
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PAULETTE MARIE SAUVE
www.paulettesauve.com
Montreal

Ship in Port
Archival ink print
Sizes up to 60”x60” available upon request
2015

Bridge River City
Archival ink print
Sizes up to 60”x60” available upon request
2015

Independent Artist
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